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Hornets at Atlanta Hawks: ‘Good to have options’
7:30 pm January 21, 2011, by Michael Cunningham

L.D. wanted to go big against the Hornets so Twin can deal with Okafor. But now Al’s not playing and L.D. is . 

. . going with Twin to deal with Okafor. 

(Drew said the Hawks would decide after the game whether Al or Marvin will travel to Charlotte but it’s likely 

both guys will stay in Atlanta.)

Mo is at shooting guard, Josh, Joe is at small forward and Josh is at power forward–except for when Josh 

plays the three and Mo or Joe checks Chris Paul

The point is, with Twin now a regular contributor and so many guys who can play multiple positions, L.D. has 

multiple combinations he can use.

“It’s good to have options,” Drew said, smiling.

Trevor Ariza is out for the New Orleans after suffering an ankle injury at shooataround. Rookie Quincy 

Pondexter starts and J.J. will start off on him while Mo gets Paul.

“The first couple of trips up and down the floor may end up seeing Joe on Chris Paul,” L.D. said. “They will flip-

flop all night long.”

Powell, Damien, and Zaza all figure to play more minutes. 

“It really depends,” Drew said. “We will use different lineups and what’s working we will stay with. I am sure we 

will be in situations where we have to adjust to them, and they will adjust to us.”

Speaking of options . . . 

Paul is decent on pick-and-rolls. The Hawks are bad at defending them. L.D. has mostly stuck with his 

“accountability” approach and stayed away from the switches. Is he ever tempted to switch more or is he 

adamant on playing straight up?

“I’m not that adamant,” he said, laughing. “If it starts hurting us and we find ourselves in a switchable situation, 

we go ahead [and do it]. As much as you don’t want to do it, some teams put you in that situation by the pace 

of how they run things.”

He cited that play at the end of the Miami game when Bibby ended up guarding LeBron on a switch. L.D. saw 

the ESPN segment where analysts pointed out that LeBron should have went baseline on Bibby.

“But actually Mike was up on him far enough, [LeBron] had the ball in his left hand and he could not crossover 

in front of Mike,” L.D. said. “He played that switch the right way and funneled it right to the help [Smoove] was.”

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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